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This book studies hierarchies of recursive functions which for the most 
part are related to the extended Grzegorczyk (or Grzegorczyk-Wainer) 
hierarchy. Such work is of general interest to mathematicians and com- 
puter scientists for the following two reasons. First, questions in low level 
computational complexity theory are related to questions about low level 
Grzegorczyk classes (described in Chapter 5). Secondly, fast growing recur- 
sive functions are related to the Giidel incompleteness theorem, which has 
received attention of late due to the concrete combinatorial examples of 
true yet “unprovable” formulas (cf. the Paris-Harrington modification of 
the finite Ramsey theorem in “Handbook of Mathematical Logic,” (North- 
Holland). Ketonen-Solvay gave a combinatorial proof of the Paris- 
Harrington theorem by studying the rate of growth of the Pari-Harrington 
function with respect to the rate of growth of functions ffi in the extended 
Grzegorczyk hierarchy. This incompleteness phenomenon has even entered 
computer science with the proof by Fortune-Leivant-O’Donnell that cer- 
tain loop-free and recursion-free programs can be given in certain 
polymorphic languages which certainly terminate on all inputs, but for 
which the termination property cannot be proved in Peano arithmetic. 
Similarly, Fortune-Leivant-O’Donnell showed that f,, a function which 
grows faster than all functions provably recursive in Peano arithmetic, 
could be computed by a loop-free and recursion-free program in a 
polymorphic language. There is thus a natural relevance for the study of 
functions in the extended Grzegorczyk hierarchy. 
The book under review, “Subrecursion: Functions and Hierarchies,” is a 
carefully written work, whose principal aim is to study various classes of 
recursive functions which can be arranged in a natural hierarchy, and as 
such should be of interest to students and researchers in mathematical logic 
and theoretical computer science and specifically in recursion theory, proof 
theory, models of arithmetic, and in computational complexity theory. 
To have a better idea of the scope of this book, we introduce some 
notation conerning ordinals and the extended Grzegorczyk hierarchy of 
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functions described by repeated diagonalization. Let o0 = 1 and let 
On. The ordinal Ed is the limit of the 0,. Let fO(x, y) =x + y, let 
zii;Ixw2+2, let j$+r(~)=f~+‘)(x)=f~(f~(...f~(x)...), ’ i.e., the (x + 1)st 
iteration of fp on x, and for p a limit ordinal, let fJx) =fpcr,(x). Here 
(p(x): x in N} is a particular quite natural fundamental sequence for p. A 
function is said to be elementary in a class of functions if it can be defined 
from that class of functions using some simple initial functions including 
exponentiation and the operations of substitution and limited recursion, a 
principal that is exemplified by f(0, x) = g(x) and f,, I(x) = h(n, x, f,(x)) 
where g and h belong to the class and f(n, x) < F(n, x) for some function F 
in the class. For p < sO, the extended Grzegorczyk class EB + ’ is delined to 
be the collection of functions which can be obtained from some simple 
initial functions (not including exponentiation) and the function fs by the 
operations of substitution and limited induction, while for limit ordinals cc, 
E” is the union of (E”‘“‘: n in N}. Finally, E* is the union of {Es: /3 < E,,}. 
Thus the familiar primitive recursive functions are exactly those which are 
elementary in f, for some integer n, or equivalently those in the class E”. 
Ackermann’s example of a recursive nonprimitive recursive function is 
essentially f,. The main results of the book, representing a unified and 
coherent exposition of work of G. Kreisel, M. H. Lob, C. Parsons, W. Tait, 
S. S. Wainer and appearing in Chapters 3 and 4, concern a host of 
equivalences between functions in the extended Grzegorczyk hierarchy and 
those in various hierarchies (the Hardy hierarchy, the enumeration 
hierarchy of Kleene, primitive recursive functionals, nested recursion, and 
ordinal recursive functions). A proof is sketched of the result that E* con- 
tains the same functions as the class of provably recursive functions in 
Peano arithmetic and the class of functions contained in Godel’s system T 
of primitive recursive functionals. It is this result that allows the Ketonen- 
Solovay analysis to prove the “unprovability” of the Paris-Harrington 
theorem in Peano arithmetic. As well, a sketch is given of the refinement, 
using work of C. Parsons, that a recursive function is probably total in the 
subsystem of Z’, induction if and only if f is elementary in some fp for 
some flcon. 
In Chapter 5, there is at last a published proof of an interesting result in 
computational complexity theory due to A. Cobham (1965). Cobham 
characterized the class P’ of functions computable in polynomial time by a 
deterministic Turing machine as the smallest class containing certain simple 
initial functions (including s,(x) = 2x, s*(x) = 2x + 1, and the function xl”‘, 
where lyl is the length of the integer y in binary) and closed under sub- 
stitution and limited recursion on notation, where the latter is the 
definition scheme given by f(0, x) = g(x), f(s,(n), x) = h,(n, x, f(n, x)), 
f(s,(n), x) = h,(n, x, f(n, x)) where g, hl, h, are in the class and f(n, x) < 
F(n, x) for some F in the class. (The intuition is clear: one thinks of n in 
binary and there are “successor” functions which correspond to appending 
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a 0 or a 1, and finally, limited recursion on notation corresponds to 
machine computations of operating on an initial segment of the binary 
word corresponding to n.) This chapter illustrates the radically different 
nature of hierarchy theory, the main issue of the book, which depends only 
on rate of growth issues, from problems in computational complexity 
theory, where different resource bounded machine models have the same 
rate of growth for resource bounded computable functions, but where a 
proper containment is suspected. If F is a class of functions, then F, is the 
class of all relations having characteristic function in F. Some interesting 
results due to K. Harrow are presented which shed a bit of light on some 
still unsolved questions posed by A. Grzegorczyk on the question of proper 
containment: Et is (properly?) contained in EL is (properly?) contained in 
Ei. To this effect, let M” be defined as E” except by replacing use of 
limited recursion by limited minimization. Then M: contains the same 
relations as those definable in Presburger arithmetic (i.e., the semilinear 
sets), and Mi contains exactly the rudimentary relations, which by a result 
of C. Wrathall are exactly those relations in the linear time hierarchy. 
Recalling R. W. Ritchie’s result that Ei is the class of relations accepted in 
deterministic linear space, the open question “is the linear time hierarchy 
properly contained in linear space” is equivalent to the question of whether 
Mi is properly contained in Ei. The chapter presents many open 
problems and indicates the possible interrelation with computational com- 
plexity theory. 
In Chapters 6 and 7, the author presents some of his own contributions 
to the field of hierarchy theory in the form of Es arithmetic, a free variable 
equational theory whose main axioms are essentially the defining equations 
for functions in Es, similar to S. A. Cook’s more recent system PV, whose 
equations are exactly those which can be verified in a uniform manner in 
polynomial time. It should be mentioned here that most mathematical 
logicians are less familiar with free variable equational theories than with 
first-order theories such as Peano arithmetic, the latter of which has an 
interesting and applicable model theory. The work is meticulous and 
carefuliy done, yielding formalization of syntax, an incompleteness result 
(Ea does not prove its own consistency) and the result that Et’+’ does 
prove the consistency of Es. The author discusses transinite induction, in 
Eb arithmetic and terminates the book with A. Cichon’s proof using the 
Hardy hierarchy of one of the most accessible independence results due to 
L. Kirby and J. Paris (the Goodstein theorem). 
“Subrecursion: Functions and Hierarchies” is not long, being only 182 
pages in length, is quite enjoyable to read, and is a valuable addition to the 
newly created series Oxford Logic Guides. The details appear to be 
meticulously attended to, making the book excellent as a graduate text or 
reference manual. As well, at the end of every chapter, exercises are given 
which illustrate certain of the techniques introduced. 
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